
Why Service Waterless Urinals 

Urinal deep cleaning is an essential part of any waterless urinal system. 

All of the current range of waterless urinal contain some kind of 

"barrier" or valve system to ensure bad smells don't come from there 

urinals. 

A proper deep clean of a urinal includes the removal of all the build-up 

of uric scale on and around the urinal and change and clean cartridges. 

There are many cleaners and products on the market claiming to perform 

a deep clean and charging extra for the privilege. To ensure you are getting your monies worth after a 

scheduled service, take a look under the cover of urinal, if it has you running to the nearest toilet then it’s 

not right.

.The Benefits of Our Odour Control

The Odour Control Pods work in two ways. Odour Pods 

Pod Holder 

• First, most importantly to the health system, the oils are released from the pod into the air as a micro

mist, it cannot be seen.  They will stay suspended in air for several hours.  Any microbe (Odour) that

the oils contact will be killed by the oil mixture

• Second, they absorb moisture and the microbes (Odour) that move around in the air.  Once absorbed

into the pod, the microbes (Odour) will be eliminated. (in smaller areas, the reduction in moisture

will also inhibit the growth of bacteria)

• .

• Chemical and Energy free solution to odours

• Minerals, Essential Oils and Earths – natural and renewable

The Benefits Ultimate Urinal Mat 
• The Ultimate 2.0 eco-mat is a revolutionary product which will change

your attitude to how washrooms should present. We realise quality

cleaning is at the heart of all washroom presentation however extra help

24 hours a day 7 days a week is the bonus this mat offers. Silently

deodorising, cleaning and removing built up putrefying organic matter in

the pipes the Ultimate 2.0 eco-mat guarantees success. The design of the

face of the mat also reflects consultation as it allows rapid dispersal of

urine from the surface (no pooling), significantly reduces splash and does

not collect unsightly amounts of pubic hair which is a common fault of many products currently

being sold as premium.




